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Abstract—Survivable MPLS technologies are crucial in en-
suring reliable communication services. The fast reroute (FRR)
mechanism has been standardized to achieve fast local repair of
label switched paths (LSPs). We present a hybrid survivability
scheme for MPLS networks that combines the well-knownp-
cycle method with FRR technology. While with pure FRR backup
paths are planned individually for each link, the hybrid scheme
selects backup paths embedded within a set ofp-cycles that may
be selected by taking a holistic view of network performance.
The hybrid FRR/p-cycle method is fully RFC 4090-compliant,
yet allows network operators to leverage a large existing body of
p-cycle design techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) [1], originally de-
veloped to enable fast packet forwarding, has also facilitated
traffic engineering, quality-of-service (QoS) routing, and dif-
ferentiated services support in IP-based metro and backbone
networks [2]. MPLS technology is widely deployed and is
crucial to the operation of the Internet and its ability to sup-
port critical communication services efficiently. Consequently,
MPLS survivability mechanisms [3] are key to ensuring that
the network may continue to provide reliable services even
in the presence of failures. In particular, with today’s multi-
layer network architectures, it may be more economical for
IP/MPLS layer operators to restore traffic within their own
IP/MPLS logical environment rather than relying on physical
layer restorability [4]–[6].

The IETF has standardized the fast reroute (FRR) mecha-
nism [7] for protecting label switched paths (LSPs) in MPLS
networks. FRR calls for local repair actions in the event of a
link failure. Specifically, the two nodes adjacent to the failure
are responsible for re-directing traffic onto pre-configured
backup tunnels. As a result, all affected LSPs are rerouted
over the same backup path within a few tens of milliseconds.

The p-cycle scheme [8] also employs local repair actions
to re-direct traffic from the failed link onto a backup path
along a pre-configured cycle. This method provides ring-
like protection speeds with mesh (span-restorable) capacity
efficiency, hence it has been studied extensively (for a survey
of related work, see [9]). Although originally designed for
protection in the optical layer,p-cycle technology can be
applied to the IP [10] or MPLS [11] layers. It was shown
in [10] that p-cycle design in packet-switched networks can
be as capacity-efficient as optimized span restoration. Another
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study [11] presented mixed integer program (MIP) formula-
tions for p-cycle design in MPLS networks, and investigated
the relationship between protection bandwidth requirements
and traffic load distribution.

The motivation for our work is based on the observa-
tion that both FRR andp-cycle are link-based (local repair)
protection schemes, hence we expect the network operation,
delay, and overhead incurred for failure detection, notification,
and triggering of restoration action to be similar for the
two technologies. However, FRR backup tunnels are typically
planned individually for each link that needs to be protected,
whereasp-cycle design takes a more holistic view of the
network in determining the protection cycles. Therefore, we
propose a hybrid technique that is fully compliant with the
FRR standard but uses backup tunnels embedded within a set
of pre-selectedp-cycles.

In Section II we briefly review the operation of MPLS link
protection and describe how to combine thep-cycle method
with FRR. In Section III we present three performance metrics
to compare the pure FRR and hybrid schemes. We present
numerical results in Section IV, and we conclude the paper in
Section V.

II. MPLS L INK PROTECTION

Consider a (directed) link in an MPLS network, e.g., the
link A → B in the 5-node network shown in Figure 1. In
FRR parlance, the upstream routerA is referred to as the
“point of local repair” (PLR) with respect to protecting traffic
in the event that the link fail. The downstream routerB is the
next hop (NHop) router, also referred to as the “merge point”
(MP). Link protection in MPLS consists of three steps [7]:

1) Planning. The key idea in FRR is to find, for each
protected link and before any failure takes place, a
backup path from the PLR node to the MP node.
Referring to Fig. 1, the pathA→ E → B is selected to
protect link A → B. Upon a link failure, all traffic on
the failed link (regardless of the origin or destination of
the corresponding working LSPs) is re-directed to this
backup path.

2) Backup LSP signaling. Backup LSPs are established
along the backup paths using the same signaling mech-
anisms (e.g., RSVP-TE) as for setting up working LSPs.
Hence, the backup LSPs arepre-configured, i.e., exist as
entries in the forwarding tables of the routers along the
corresponding backup paths. Although backup LSPs do
not carry traffic under normal conditions, they are ready
to accept traffic re-directed from failed working LSPs.
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Fig. 1. Link protection with pure FRR

3) Local repair. When a link (e.g., linkA→ B in Fig. 1)
fails, the MP nodeB detects that it cannot receive
any packets from its interface that connects to the PLR
A. The MP nodeB then sends a failure message to
A through another route, and both routers mark the
ports that terminate the failed link as dead. From that
instant, and until a global routing update takes effect,
any packets that would have been forwarded along the
failed link, are instead re-directed by PLRA onto the
backup path, shown as the dotted line in Fig. 1, using a
pre-configured backup LSP. Once the packets arrive at
the MP nodeB over the backup LSP, they are forwarded
towards their destination as if they had arrived over the
working LSP.

Note that the second (signaling) and third (local repair) steps
of this process must conform to the relevant MPLS standards,
especially RFC 4090 [7]. However, the first step (planning) is
outside the purview of standards, and network operators are
free to employ customized algorithms to select a backup path
for each protected link. It is in this step that we believep-cycle
design may provide benefits, as we discuss shortly.

A. Pure FRR

In pure FRR, the backup path for each protected link is
selected by the PLR of that link, typically using a constraint-
based shortest path first (CSPF) algorithm [7, Section 6.2].
For instance, in Fig. 1, PLRA selects the shortest (2-hop)
pathA→ E → B to protect linkA→ B. Since the PLR of a
protected link executes the CSPF algorithm independently of
other routers, it makes a locally optimal decision. However,
these locally optimal backup paths may not constitute a
globally optimal solution, i.e., one that optimizes a network-
wide objective such as backup resource cost and/or utilization.
Since the planning step may take placeoffline, it is possible
to employ a more sophisticated design methodology that takes
a more holistic view of network performance and cost in
selecting backup paths. Although such an approach would be
more computationally intensive than the execution of a CSPF
algorithm at each PLR, the fact that it can be performed offline
means that the operation of the MPLS network need not be
affected. In the next subsection we describe how to apply such
a backup capacity design based on thep-cycle concept.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid FRR/p-cycle link protection

B. Hybrid FRR/p-Cycle Design

With thep-cycle scheme, a set of cycles are defined over the
whole network such that each link is either an on-cycle link
or a straddling link (i.e., a link that connects two nodes on the
same cycle but is not itself part of the cycle). Fig. 2 shows a
single, Hamiltonianp-cycle,A−C−D−E−B−A, that can
be used to protect all links of the network. Note that, in the
context of MPLS networks, ap-cycle is alogical entity, and
its purpose is simply to define the backup path for each link
that it protects. Consider again the linkA → B in the above
figure, which happens to be an on-cycle link for thisp-cycle.
The backup path for this link is the path fromA to B along
the counter-clockwise direction on thep-cycle, as illustrated in
the figure. Similarly, all on-cycle links are backed up by the
(unique) reverse path to their MP node. On the other hand,
there are two potential backup paths for each straddling link
(e.g., link A → E), one along each direction around thep-
cycle. Operators may use one of these two paths (e.g., the
shortest one), or both.

We emphasize that thep-cycle design is simply an al-
ternative way of carrying out the planning step of the link
protection process. Once the set ofp-cycles has been selected,
the other two steps (signaling of backup LSPs and local repair)
take place exactly as the standard [7] specifies. Hence, by
adopting such an approach, network operators may capitalize
on a large body ofp-cycle design techniques (e.g., refer to [9]
and references therein) to optimize the selection ofp-cycles
(and, hence, backup paths) for a wide range of performance
objectives.

III. PERFORMANCEMETRICS AND ANALYSIS

We now discuss three performance metrics to evaluate
the relative merits of the pure FRR and hybrid FRR/p-cycle
schemes. Our objective is to protect all the links in the network
considering a single-link failure scenario. For the pure FRR
scheme, we assume that the backup path of each link is given;
while for the hybrid scheme we assume that thep-cycle set is
given and that each straddling link is protected by sending its
traffic along the two backup paths around thep-cycle. Unless
we explicitly specify otherwise, whenever we refer to a linkl
we assume that the link is directed.



A. B/W Ratio

By setting up bandwidth-guaranteed backup LSPs, it is
possible for the MPLS network to provide fast restoration with
bandwidth guarantees to all working LSPs. TheB/W ratio,
i.e., the ratio of the total backup capacityB required to protect
all working capacityW , clearly depends on the design and
planning of the backup paths. This ratio is an important metric
we will use to compare the pure FRR and hybrid FRR/p-cycle
designs.

Given the routing and amount of traffic carried by each
working LSP, it is straightforward to compute the total work-
ing traffic Wl carried by any linkl (note that the routing
of working LSPs is independent of how backup LSPs are
selected). Therefore, the total working capacity in the network
is W =

∑

l Wl.
1) Backup Capacity for Pure FRR:In pure FRR, an amount

of backup capacity equal toWl must be provisioned along each
link of the backup path for linkl. Note, however, that under
the single-link failure scenario we consider, if an amount of
backup bandwidthBl′ ≥ Wl has already been provisioned
on a link l′ along the backup path forl, then no additional
bandwidth needs to be allocated onl′ for protecting link l.
Based on this observation, we assign backup capacity using
the following steps:

1) Label theL (directed) links in the network in decreasing
order of the working traffic they carry, i.e., such that
W1 ≥ W2 ≥ . . . ≥ WL. Initialize the backup capacity
of all links to zero:Bl ← 0, ∀ l. Set l ← 1.

2) Let pl be the backup path for linkl. Assign backup
capacity of each linkl′ of pl: Bl′ ← max{Bl′ , Wl}.

3) Setl ← l + 1. If l ≤ L, repeat from Step 2; otherwise,
stop.

Finally, the total backup capacity for FRR is:

Bfrr =

L
∑

l=1

Bl. (1)

2) Backup Capacity for Hybrid FRR/p-Cycle: Let us as-
sume thatC, C ≥ 1, p-cycles have been configured for pro-
tecting the network links. Note that, if a linkl is a straddling
link in some p-cycle c, then an amount of backup capacity
equal toWl/2 on the on-cycle links (in both directions) is
sufficient to protect this link. On the other hand, if a linkl is
an on-cycle link, thenWl units of backup capacity need to be
provisioned on all other links of thep-cycle in the opposite
direction. However, if a link is an on-cycle link ofk different
p-cycles, eachp-cycle needs to provision onlyWl/k units of
backup capacity. Letkl denote the number of cycles for which
link l is an on-cycle link. Also, letLcw

c (respectively,Lccw
c )

denote the set of clockwise (respectively, counter-clockwise)
links of p-cycle c, andLstr

c denote the set of straddling links
of p-cyclec. Based on these observations, the backup capacity
for the clockwise on-cycle links ofp-cycle c is given by:

Bl = max

{

max
l′∈Lccw

c

{

Wl′

kl′

}

, max
l′∈Lstr

c

{

Wl′

2

}}

, l ∈ Lcw
c .

(2)

A similar expression can be written for the backup capacity of
counter-clockwise links, while straddling links need no backup
capacity. Consequently, the total backup capacity for hybrid
FRR/p-cycle can be computed as:

Bhfrr =

C
∑

c=1





∑

l∈Lcw
c

∪Lccw
c

Bl



 . (3)

B. Traffic Weighted Backup Hop Cost

When a link fails, all traffic on the link is re-directed along
the backup path for the link, incurring additional delay that
depends on the length of the backup path. Letdl denote the
length (in hops) of pathpl that serves as the backup path of
link l. If link l, carrying an amountWl of working traffic,
fails, the traffic weighted backup hop cost incurred by linkl
LSPs is given by:Hl = Wl × dl.

Assuming that allL links are equally likely to fail, the
average traffic weighted backup hop cost for pure FRR can
be written as:

Hfrr =

∑L

l=1
Hl

L
(4)

For the hybrid scheme, again assume thatC p-cycles have
been configured, and letdc ≥ 3 denote the length (i.e., number
of directed on-cycle links) ofp-cyclec, c = 1, . . . , C. If link l
is an on-cycle link forkl p-cycles, the traffic weighted backup
hop cost for this link is:

Hl =

kl
∑

j=1

Wl

kl

× (dj − 1). (5)

For a link l that is a straddling link onp-cyclec, let ds
c anddl

c

denote the length of the short and long backup paths, respec-
tively, for the link along thep-cycle, i.e., such thatds

c ≤ dl
c

and ds
c + dl

c = dc. We send as much working trafficW s
l as

possible on the short backup path, i.e.,W s
l = min{Wl, Bc},

whereBc is the spare capacity on the on-cycle links of the
p-cycle, and the remaining traffic,W l

l = Wl−W s
l , if any, on

the long backup path. Hence, the weighted cost is:

Hl = W s
l × ds

c + W l
l × dl

c. (6)

Finally, the average traffic weighted backup hop cost for the
hybrid scheme can also be obtained using expression (4).

C. Label Entry Overhead

The number of labels required to establish backup paths is
an important metric for MPLS networks, as it determines the
size of the forwarding tables at the LSRs. We assume that
the facility backupmethod [7] is used to implement the local
repair technique. This method takes advantage of the MPLS
label stack and minimizes the use of labels for protection. For
pure FRR, a linkl is protected by creating a bypass tunnel
from the PLR node to the MP node along the selected backup
path. If link l fails, all traffic on the link is sent along the
bypass tunnel by having the PLR nodepush the appropriate
label on each affected packet and having the MP nodepopthat
label and continue to forward the packet based on the original



label. Therefore, the number of additional labels requiredto
protect a linkl is equal to the number of hops along its backup
path.

For the hybrid FRR/p-cycle scheme, we use the same
method. Specifically, the PLR pushes a new label and forwards
traffic affected by the failure along the appropriatep-cycle,
while the MP node (the only other node that is aware of the
failure) pops this label and continues with regular forwarding.
Therefore, for eachp-cycle in thep-cycle set used to protect
the network links, the number of labels required is twice the
number of links in thep-cycle; i.e., one set of labels for
each direction along thep-cycle. This arrangement is possible
because each node on thep-cycle mayreusethe same set of
labels to accommodateany(on-cycle or straddling) link failure
without ambiguity: under any failure, only the MP node of the
failed link is aware of the failure and is the one to remove
traffic redirected due to the failure on the bypass tunnel from
the p-cycle.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

We compare the pure FRR and hybrid FRR/p-cycle schemes
on a simulation testbed implemented using the OPNET mod-
eler. For this performance study, we consider the three network
topologies shown in Fig. 3 that have been widely used in
survivability research [12], [13]. The Cost-239 (N = 11
nodes,L = 52 directed links) topology is relatively dense,
with an average node in-/out-degreeD = 4.73, while the
Havana network (N = 17, L = 52) is relatively sparse, with
D = 3.06); the Bellcore topology (N = 15, L = 58) lies
between the other two in terms of connectivity, withD = 3.87.

We set up traffic demands between every pair of nodes in
each network, and we used Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute
shortest-hop paths for working traffic. Lettsd denote the
amount of working traffic carried by the LSP froms to d.
To investigate the sensitivity of the relative performanceof
the two schemes, we generated working traffic demands that
follow four different patterns:

• Equal (EQ): tsd = t = constant,∀(s, d).
• Uniform (UF): tsd is uniformly distributed in the interval

[0, 20], ∀(s, d).
• Locality (LC): tsd is uniformly distributed in the interval

[4(h− hsd), 4(h− hsd + 1)− 1], wherehsd is the length
(in hops) of the shortest path betweens andd andh is
the length of the longest shortest path in the network; in
this pattern, the traffic demand between each node pair
decreases with the distance between the two nodes, and
models the traffic locality observed in some networks.

• Reverse locality (RL):tsd is uniformly distributed in the
interval [4(hsd − 1), 4hsd − 1], wherehsd is the length
(in hops) of the shortest path betweens andd, hence, it
increases with the length of the shortest pathhsd.

For pure FRR, we also used Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the
shortest backup path for each linkl. For the hybrid FRR/p-
cycle scheme, we selected the set ofp-cycles as follows.
First, for each topology we selected a Hamiltonian cycle.
While a single Hamiltonian cycle provides protection to all

the links in the network, it generally results in long backup
paths. Therefore, for each topology we also selected one setof
smallerp-cycles to protect its links. There has been extensive
research in developing optimization techniques for selecting
optimal sets ofp-cycles [9]. Since our focus is not on such
optimization, we used a faster technique to obtain a “good”p-
cycle set. Specifically, we divided each topology into smaller,
overlapping sub-networks, and selected a Hamiltonian cycle
for each smaller network. The set of these Hamiltonian cycles
for each sub-network formed thep-cycle set for the original
topology, and is shown in Fig. 3.

A. B/W Ratio

Fig. 4 compares theB/W ratio of the pure FRR and hybrid
FRR/p-cycle schemes in terms of theB/W ratio. There are
three sub-figures, one for each of the three network topologies
of Fig. 3. Each sub-figure plots theB/W ratio as a function
of the traffic patterns we discussed above, and contains three
curves: one for the pure FRR scheme, one for the hybrid
scheme when a single Hamiltonian cycle is used to protect
all links in the network, and one for the hybrid scheme where
a set of smallerp-cycles, obtained as described earlier in this
section, is used to protect the network links. In order to make
meaningful comparisons, although working traffic demands
were generated according to the four traffic patterns, the total
(working) traffic in each case was set to 1000 units.

The figure shows that for the Cost-239 and Bellcore topolo-
gies, the hybrid FRR/p-cycle scheme requires less protection
bandwidth than pure FRR across all traffic patterns (with one
exception), while the opposite is true for the sparse Havana
topology. This behavior can be explained by the observation
that, in denser networks, there are more opportunities for
links to be straddling spans on somep-cycle, hence increasing
the protection efficiency (since straddling spans do not need
to have any spare capacity). The results of Fig. 4 are also
consistent with the findings of [8] which proved that thep-
cycle scheme achieves the same lower bound on the ratio of
spare to working capacity as a span-restorable mesh network,
and also showed that largerp-cycles tend to provide higher
capacity efficiency. Given that current and future networksare
likely to be highly connected [14] (i.e., as dense or denser
than the Cost-239 topology), it is clear that the hybrid scheme
may provide significant benefits in backup capacity efficiency.
We further note that thep-cycle sets we consider here were
not optimized for any specific objective. Hence, the resultsof
Fig. 4 are only an upper bound on what can be achieved using
p-cycle design; using sophisticated optimization techniques to
select thep-cycle set, additional improvements in capacity
efficiency would be possible.

We also note that the traffic pattern does affect theB/W
ratio, but the relative performance among the various schemes
is similar. Specifically, the locality (LC) pattern resultsin the
lowest amount of protection capacity: since the majority of
traffic is between nodes close to each other in distance, the
corresponding backup paths are relatively short, resulting in
low overall spare capacity. Similar arguments can be used
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Fig. 3. Network topologies used in the performance study

to explain why the reverse locality (RL) pattern requires the
highest amount of backup capacity among the four patterns
considered here, while the equal (EQ) and uniform (UF)
patterns fall between the other two in terms of this metric.

B. Traffic Weighted Backup Hop Cost

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 4 but compares the pure FRR and
hybrid FRR/p-cycle schemes in terms of weighted backup
hop cost. We can see that using a single Hamiltonian path
incurs high cost, due to the long backup paths involved. On
the other hand, using a set of smallerp-cycles reduces this
cost significantly, which now becomes only slightly larger (or
slightly smaller, in the case of the Havana topology) than the
cost of pure FRR. We also observe the effect of the traffic
pattern on the results, but the relative performance of the
schemes is similar.

C. Label Entry Overhead

Table I compares the protection schemes in terms of the
number of additional labels needed for protecting all linksin
the network. For pure FRR, the number of labels is high as
each link is protected independently of others by establishing
a separate bypass tunnel. Hence, the number of labels is
proportional to the total length of all backup paths in the
network. Since backup paths are longer in sparser topologies,
we also observe that the label overhead for pure FRR increases
from the Cost-239 topology to the Bellcore topology and then
to the Havana topology.

For the hybrid scheme, when a single Hamiltonianp-cycle
is used, the total number of protection labels is simply twice
the length of the Hamiltonian cycle (an equal number of labels
for each direction along the cycle), i.e., twice the numberN
of nodes in the network. Similarly, when a set ofp-cycles is
used, the total number of labels is twice the total length of
all p-cycles. As a result, the label overhead is significantly
lower in the hybrid scheme, about one-fifth of the overhead
under pure FRR. This is further demonstration of the fact that,
by taking a global design approach in protecting the network
links, thep-cycle scheme is more efficient in its use of network
resources.

TABLE I
LABEL ENTRY OVERHEAD COMPARISON

Topology FRR Hybrid FRR/p-cycle
Hamiltonian p-cycle set

Cost-239 160 22 42
Bellcore 180 30 44
Havana 198 34 56

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a hybrid FRR/p-cycle scheme for
MPLS networks. The scheme uses backup paths along a set
of pre-configuredp-cycles that may be selected using design
methodologies that consider the overall network performance,
but otherwise is RFC 4090-compliant. Numerical results indi-
cate that using a set of relatively shortp-cycles outperforms
pure FRR in terms of backup capacity and label overhead,
and is comparable to pure FRR in terms of backup hop cost.
The benefits of the hybrid scheme increase with the density of
the network, hence adopting ap-cycle design is an attractive
alternative for MPLS network operators.
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